EAGLES NEWS
ROUND 13 - 28TH JULY 2019

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hi Everyone,

ROUND 13 - 28TH JULY 2019

Wow, what a beautiful day Sunday was,
feels like spring not winter!

EAGLES JUNIORS:			

This week was a very exciting week
across the club for a number of players
and teams. We celebrated 2 50 game
milestones in the under 10s with Tex
Milner and David Leverton celebrating
in style with 2 banners. The boys were
lucky enough to our great under 9s forming a guard of honour
for the boys the run through.
In our Under 18 Youth Girls we also celebrated Raquel Elliott
celebrate her 50th Game for the North West Lightning. Well
done to all players, these milestones will be lasting memories
for you to cherish for years to come.
We also had our mighty Auskickers play the half time session
for the Swans vs. Cats game at the SCG. The players looked
like they had a ball, enjoying the experience of playing at the
SCG in front of 32,000 people.
Paul Stafford
Club President

Team

Opponent

Auskick

Time

Venue

8:30 AM

Rofe Park

U8 Red

Westbrook Blue

7:30 AM

Ern Holmes Oval

U8 Blue

Pennant Hills
White

8:00 AM

Rofe Park

U9 Blue

St Ives Goodes

8:00 AM

Rofe Park

U10 Red

Westbrook Red

9:10 AM

Rofe Park

U11 Div 2

Manly Bombers
Black

10:20 AM

Rofe Park

U12 Div 2

Pittwater Tigers
Dusty

11:35 AM

Rofe Park

NORTHERN LIGHTS:			
Team

Opponent

Time

Venue

U13 Div 2

Willoughby
Wildcats

5:00 PM

Rofe Park

U14 Div 1

Penshurst
Panthers

11:45 AM

Olds Park

U14 Div 3

Canada Bay
Casnnons

12:10 PM

Drummoyne
Oval

U15 Div 1

Western
Suburbs
Magpies

2:20 PM

Rofe Park

U17 Div 1

Manly Bombers

11:45 AM

Ern Holmes Oval

U17 Div 2

Cronulla Sharks
Blue

10:15 AM

Ern Holmes Oval

U17 Div 3

Miranda
Bombers

1:15 PM

Ern Holmes Oval

NORTHWEST LIGHTNING:		
Team

Opponent

Time

Venue

U10 Blue

Forest Lions

9:00 AM

Ern Holmes Oval

U12

St Ives

6:30 PM

Ern Holmes Oval
(FRIDAY)

U14 Red
Div 2

Balgowlah Suns
Blue

2:20 PM

Balgowlah Oval

U16 Div 1

Willoughby
Mosman Swans

1:30 PM

Middle Head
Oval

U16 Red
Div 2

Forest Lions
Maroon

3:00 PM

Middle Head
Oval

U18 Div 2

St Ives/Forest
Lions

3:45 PM

Rofe Park
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TEAM PHOTOS

Sunday the 4th August will be Club photo day. The below schedule shows the times for each age group. You
Manager will be communicating all the relevant details to all players and parents. Every registered player will
receive a Team Photo as part of their rego price. If you would like an individual portrait you will be able to buy these
as part of the photo package.

Good luck to all teams for this weekend, looks like the weather will be perfect again this Sunday
See you around the Grounds
Paul
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PHOTO ALBUM
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EAGLES PEOPLE

Stuart Pauly
Full name: Stuart Pauly
Nickname/s: Salt & Pepper
Which AFL team do you support?:
Collingwood
My Eagles history: I started helping out with
Auskick back in 2011 when my son Lachlan was
six years old. The following year Lachlan played
with the under 9’s coached by Phil Fielden. The
following year Phil’s son Ollie moved up a year
and Lachlan stayed with the under 9’s and my
coaching career began. I have now coached for
the past six years and have had the pleasure of
spending the past 4 Fathers Days at Macquarie
coach in a Grand Final.
Favourite / most memorable moment as an
Eagle: Coaching The Hornsby Berowra Eagles
to the U 12 premiership in 2016 and watching my
son Lachlan play with two of his best mates from
primary school Jack and Christian.
During the week, I…: When I am not at work
or coaching football or cricket I enjoy watching
Collingwood, Chicago Bulls or the Sydney
Thunder as well a lazy punt on the horses.
Hobbies or special interests: All my sporting
talents have been passed onto my son.I have no
more talent!!!
Hidden talent: Doing cool flips on the trampoline.
Favourite holiday destination: South Pacific
Islands
Tell us something interesting about you: In 2004
I bought the Ballina Fair Cinemas with two mates.
We still own that Cinema today.
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EAGLES MERCHANDISE
MERCHANDISE UPDATE:
We have received a heap of new Off Field Merchandise ready for parents and kids to kit themselves up in great new Eagles
Gear. Over the coming week you will see that the store in the Eagles Team App will provide you the opportunity to purchase
the new gear. We do still have some sizes on back order, however will be able to provide more details on what we now have
in stock. Products and prices as follows:

JACKETS
(Adult Sizes Only) – S/M/L/XL

HOODIES
(Adults and Kids Sizes)

$55.00ea

$45.00ea

POLO SHIRTS
(Adults sizes only)

$40.00ea

BEANIES

$20.00ea

CAPS

$15.00ea
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TEAM SONGS
AND SPONSORS
EAGLES TEAM SONG
We are the mighty Hornsby Eagles,
And we always play to win.
We give our all for Hornsby
And we’ll fight through thick and thin.
For we’ll win our club a premiership,
For we are the greatest team.
The red, blue and yellow for ever,
For the Eagles are supreme!

OUR SPONSORS

EAGLES TEAM CHANT
Who are, who are, who are we?
We are the team from the HFC
Hornsby, Hornsby, RAH, RAH, RAH
Hornsby, Hornsby, Best by far!
H.O.R.N.S.B.Y.
HORNSBY!!

NORTHERN LIGHTS TEAM SONG
Side by side we play we pride
We are the Northern Lights
With an Eagles Fly and a Bulldogs bite
we are the Northern Lights
When it gets rough, we show our stuff
And we’ll tough, tough, tough,
till they’ve had enough
For we never, ever, ever, give up the fight
We are the mighty Northern Lights, We are the
mighty Northern Lights,
WE ARE THE MIGHTY NORTHERN LIGHTS!

NORTHWEST LIGHTNING TEAM SONG
Girls of Northwest
Yellow, Red and Blue
Hornsby, Penno, Westbrook
Lightning through and through
With a Lightning flash, a lightning strike
We’ll give our very best
You cant beat the girls from the lightning team
The mighty girls of Northwest!
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MATCH REPORTS
U8 RED
Report not received

U8 BLUE
Report not received

U9

Player of the week: Luke McCarry
Reminder that team photos will be taken next week immediately
after the game

U10
MATCH REPORT
Hornsby U10
ROUND 13 28th July 2019
Pennant Hills

Hornsby Berowra U9 vs Pennant Hills Blue
ROUND 13 – 28 July 2019
VENUE NAME Rofe Park

This week we played back on home turf at Rofe park.

The slightly later start seemed to agree with the boys this week as
16 Eagles players turned up switched on, focussed and ready to
go. Unfortunately, an undermanned opposition of only 7 Demons
players (seems to be a bit of a pattern here with this opposition)
meant we were lending 4 players per quarter. The message was
given that regardless of the side you were on everyone was to play
to the best of their ability.

Pennant Hills got the Jump on us early with a couple of quick goals
however we started to attack the footy, apply some tackles and the
tide of the game changed. At the first quarter break we knew that if
we played to our potential we were in with a chance of winning this
one.

The backs were under siege in the first quarter and scrambled
well to restrict the opposition to 2 goals and a few behinds. The
midfield gradually worked their way into the game with some strong
runs and tackles by Joshua Ward and fed the ball forward to help
register 1 major. Oliver, Emmett, Ronin and Lucas all played well for
the Demons in this quarter.

We had two 50 game players in Tex & David and this was the best
match we have played as a team all season.

We came out in the second quarter and after an early goal from
Penno we started to really control the footy and start delivering it to
our forward line.
Our backline came under pressure every so often however when we
played man on man footy we did a great job of closing them down
and rushed a couple of balls across the goal line to get us out of
trouble.

Things clicked into gear in the second quarter with some penetrating
kicks from the midfield allowing Luke to knock in 4 majors in quick
time. The Demons managed just the one goal meaning the half time
score was 30-23 to the good guys.

Whenever our centres attacked the ball we were dominant and this in
turn gave our forwards lots of opportunities and we managed to kick
a few goals. Overall a great team effort this week and it felt fantastic
to come away with a win.

In the third quarter the momentum swung back the other way with
Archie, Matthew and Harry imposing themselves on the game (whilst
playing for the Demons) helping them score 4 goals. Highlight of the
quarter was a nice goal to Charlie Roll after some good lead up work
by Ben. Again, great for the goal to be kicked right in front of Dad
who was on goal umpire duties!

Well done on a fantastic game.

The fourth quarter again was dominated by some excellent work
from eagles players (playing for the Demons) with Isaac, Ben, Noah
and Tommy running hard and playing well.
The boys showed a big improvement on last week playing with good
energy, commitment to tackles and hunger for the ball all game
regardless of which team they were playing for. Great effort boys.
Special thanks to coach Tim who ran the group despite having Jake
at home unwell. All the best for a speedy recovery Jake. Likewise,
thanks to Tyler for coming along to support the team and hope the
finger is on the mend quickly.
Thank you to the families who did canteen duty when rostered on,
both today and throughout the season. This really helps the club
and these small contributions each week add up as well as adding
to the game day experience.

Thanks to Stu for helping with the warm up this week and Robyn as
per always for organising everything else.
Best: Best on ground this week was Tex who set the standard by
continually attacking the footy and tackling all game in his 50th game
for the club.
Report by: Coach Dave

U11
Report not received

U12
Report not received
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MATCH REPORTS
NL 13.2
Northern Lights U13 (17.18.120) vs North Ryde/ Lane Cove (0.2.2)
ROUND 12 – 28 July 2019
ELS Hall 1, North Ryde

Toby M had a great quarter and repelled every challenge. Hugo
tackled everything that came near him and when North Ryde/Lane
Cove came close to scoring Thomas showed some slight of hand
to push the ball forward from the back pocket which led to another
team goal.

First Quarter

4th Quarter

After coming off a disappointing loss the previous week, the boys
were determined to bounce back hard and started the game firing
on all cylinders.

The boys did not let up in the final quarter which was exactly what the
coaches requested.

The ball was predominantly in our attacking half.
Some great teamwork between Jake and Luka and a great finish by
Blake M for the opening goal.
Lukas was everywhere with some great support across the whole
team and combining well with Jaeden and Josh who were finding
plenty of space.
The boys were hard at every contest with Thomas with some
repeated efforts and aggressive tackling. Jude made a great tackle to
repel any challenge which may have eventuated by North Ryde/Lane
Cove. Some great teamwork between Lachlan, Harley, Max and Tim
who took an awesome mark and goaled.
The boys were totally dominant in the opening quarter and managed
to keep North Ryde/Lane Cove to one behind.

Blake W went into the ruck and was involved in almost everything.
Jack and Juan were also in the middle and were hard at the contest
putting his body on the line against much bigger opponents.
Lachlan pushed forward with the highlight being a great goal from
the boundary.
Cooper also kicked a great goal from a tight angle.
Jake set up another tremendous goal from the backline after attacking
the ball with some support from Kieran and Toby R to keep up the
theme of the day being great teamwork.
A tremendous team effort with contributions from every player.
Hopefully that’s the standard that should be maintained for the
remainder of the season.

More of the same in the 2nd quarter where Harley seemed to be
everywhere and was gaining in confidence with every disposal.

¼ by ¼
1st Quarter 3.4.22 to 0.1.1
2nd Quarter 10.6.66 to 0.1.1
3rd Quarter 13.10.88 to 0.2.2
4th Quarter 17.18.20 to 0.2.2

The ball remained in the attacking half and Hugh finished off some
great teamwork with Hugh getting a goal off the ground.

Goals: Josh (2), Cooper (1), Tim (2), Hugh (2), Lukas (4), Blake M (2),
Max (1), Lachlan (2), Blake W (1)

Lukas with numerous acts of unselfishness which the whole forward
line took advantage with Tim, Will, Blake W, Toby R, Cooper and
Jaeden all taking marks in the forward 50. Juan and Kieran were also
working hard to ensure the ball never went pass the centre circle.

Report by Chris Heyes

Max and Tim provided resistance in the ruck contest against much
taller opponents which helped Harley, Blake M, Jude and Juan get
first hands on the ball.

Report not received

Second Quarter

Blake W proved that Hugh’s goal was no fluke with another goal from
off the ground.
Josh showed great attack at the ball to set up another goal. Jack,
Harley, and Max all combined for Lukas to goal. Josh and Lukas
combined for Tim for another team goal.
Another dominant quarter keeping North Ryde/Lane Cove scoreless
for the quarter.
3rd Quarter
With mercy rule taking effect, we had two boys drop off but it did not
stop the team from dominating the contest and the scoreboard.
Some smart thinking by Jude at the ruck contests did not allow an
easy clearance for the opposition at the centre bounce. The forwards
were also combining well with Cooper assisting Hugh for another
goal.

NL 14.1

NL 14.3
Report not received

NL 15.1
Northern Lights V Bangor Tigers U 15 Division 1 Round.13
Round 13 and it was our longest road trip of the year. It seemed even
longer with Chook and Damo watching an episode of Dance Moms,
but they had to be up to speed with what was happening so they
could discuss it with the Iceman before the game!!!! Matt, Chris and
I very proud??
Our second match up against the Tigers for the year and a
showdown between the competitions leading goal kickers, Damo
v Josh. Unfortunately, Connor’s season is officially over and Josh is
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MATCH REPORTS
highly doubtful to get back, which is a big disappointment for both.
Oscar and Will were both unavailable but fortunately we had Cam
Mitchell playing, which would prove a genius move by the Coach!!!

Third Quarter:

First Quarter

At half time I went straight to the midfield and put the acid on them.
If The Lights were to get the job done, Special K, Damo, Ethan, Ice,
Bertie and Noah had to take over this game.

With Spider carrying a back injury and “resting” up forward, we
started with Ethan, Damo, Ice and Bertie in the middle. Despite a
rather upsetting episode of dance moms, Damo and Ice were right
into it from the start, moving the ball forward and finding big Spider
on the lead. A centring kick to Damo and a set shot only the minor
score.

The boys responded in spades. Ethan was outstanding and led the
way for the midfield to get on top, Damo, Ice and Bertie started to
dominate the middle and the drive the ball well forward. Spider was
grabbing everything in sight with Cam also presenting well. The
Lights managed the first two goals of the quarter through Spider
and Cam, before The Tigers hit back with two of their own.

The Lights locked the ball in the forward fifty with Noah, Cam and
Bao all doing a fantastic job of forward pressure. It wasn’t long
before Damo had another set shot for the same result.

Dan K had done a power of running across his wing all day and
stepped it up a notch with some speed and excellent ball movement
to get The Lights deep forward. Damo used his speed to rove the
pack for a classy finish before Ice showed Damo he could do the
same (those Dance moms fans!!).

For the first ten minutes of the quarter the Tigers couldn’t get it past
half back. Nugget was reading the ball play well and intercepting
anything in reach, whilst Chook was cleaning up the ground ball
scraps as only Chook can.
A turnover gave The Tigers their first opportunity and, as all ways
happens in footy, they made the most of it registering the first goal.
Noah and Special K moved into the middle and helped win the next
centre clearance. Bao won himself a free before hitting Jono on the
chest and the ball was driven deep forward to find Ice grab the mark
15m out straight in front, and a shot after the siren, no problems.
At the end of the first quarter scores were locked at 1.2.8 apiece.
Second Quarter
The start of the second quarter and The Tigers started to get on top
in the middle.
A couple of confusing umpiring decision compounded with 50m
penalties and The Tigers had the first two goals of the quarter.
General play was fairly even but The Lights were looking for that
spark. That spark came in the form of the classy Cam Mitchell.
Starting from half back, Chook read the ball superbly for an intercept
mark, wasting no time, immediately finding Damo on the wing and
then Cam took a good contested overhead mark, drifting back
before kicking truly to kick start The Lights.
The midfield lifted, Ethan was outstanding shutting down their
ruck despite being outsized and Bertie found a gear and started to
impact the game. It was Cam who presented at half forward again
to mark and then find Spider on the lead, to register the Lights third
for the game. In the space of 5 minutes Cam had displayed more
skill and talent than I have seen from his dad in the past 25 years!!!
The backline held strong for the remainder of the quarter despite
being under pressure. Rhys “the Terminator” Jackson was smashing
every opponent in his way (I just love his attack on the footy) but
also showing how far his game has progressed with some skilful
intercepts and great use of the ball. The Rock was showing it is easy
to get off Alcatraz than beat him one on one and his last five games
have been outstanding.
At half time despite looking the better team score were still locked
at 3.3.21 apiece

The Tigers responded again with the assistance of some confusing
50m penalties but Chook, Nugget, The Rock and Fraser were
having none of that, repelling everything they could throw at them.
Rhys won a hard-fought contest on the wing to find Skills hills in
space, as usual his ball movement was first class, hitting Spider on
the lead with seconds remaining. Spider found Damo in space for a
set shot only to be called play by the ump, a quick handball over the
top and Spider had a second for the quarter and third for the game.
At the three-quarter time break, The Lights were up 8.4.52 to 5.4.34.
Fourth Quarter:
At three quarter time there was only 3 goals in it and The Lights
just had to keep working hard and be cleaner with their disposal,
particularly with the ball movement forward of the centre.
Ethan continued to lead the midfield with his tireless work rate and
the rest of the boys followed.
The most pleasing thing about this quarter was our work rate off the
ball, shutting down space, getting to the contest and presenting as
an option. All against a team on their home ground, with numbers
on the bench.
Special continued to show his capability in the second half and was
rewarded by some good ball movement downfield, marking well on
the lead before wheeling around and drilling it from 40, and that is
why we call him Special.
Spider continued his day out up forward, winning a high contact free
before finally receiving the Lights first 50m penalty of the day (the
count was 5v1 against) and kicking his fourth for the day, he might
be “resting” up forward a little more often.
The only sour note for the day was Dan K copping a knee to the
head in the dying minutes of the game. Fortunately, he has been
cleared of any structural damage and is well on the mend and if I
know Dan he will be telling Brett & Jo he is right to go tomorrow.
When the final siren blew The Lights were victorious 11.7.73 to 6.4.40.
PS I did endure more Dance Moms on the drive home!!!!
Coach
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MATCH REPORTS
NL 17.1
NORTHERN LIGHTS U17 DIV 1
MOSMAN SWANS 9.7.61
ROUND 12 – 28th JUNE 2019
MIKE KENNY OVAL

NL 17.2
6.8.44

VS

WILLOUGHBY

Our Rnd 13 match was a home game against Willoughby / Mosman
Swans at Mike Kenny Oval.
Q1: The lights boys got off to a fast start with Nick giving us first use
of the footy from the ruck contests. The mids (Tommy, Yianni, Alex
& Chris) were putting heaps of pressure on around the ball, creating
space, winning the clearances, and moving the ball forward. A good
pass found Ethan in the clear and he played on to kick the first
goal. The Lights defence were not giving any room to the Swans
forwards, taking the ball from contests and linking handballs and
passes. Noah kicked our second goal after some great work by
the defensive unit (Marcus Michael Lakin and Josh). The Swans hit
back with a goal but the Lights soon took charge again, keeping the
pressure on to add a behind to the score. 1/4 score was Lights 2 1 - 13 Swans 1 - 0 - 6.
Q2: The Swans came out firing in this term, applying a lot of
pressure when the ball was on the ground and getting the long
clearing handball out to players in space. The Lights boys had to
chase hard to contain the overlap. They got a couple of quick goals
on us early in the Qtr but Lights boys got the ball forward again.
Defensive pressure around the ball kept us to 1 behind for the Qtr
while the Swans used the momentum they had created to kick 3
more goals and 2 behinds. 1/2 time score was Lights 2 - 2 - 14
Swans 6 - 2 - 38
Q3: After half time the Lights boys got back in their groove and
played some really good team footy, more than matching the Swans
in every position and at the ruck contests. Our best footy is as good
as any of our competition and if we could play like that for 4 Qtrs they
would be very worried. The Swans scored the first goal and behind
of the Qtr but the Lights moved the ball out of defence, through
the mids into the forwards where Ben Waldron kicked a good goal.
The ball movement around the ground in attack and defence by
both teams was really top quality. The Swans got forward again and
kicked their second goal of the term. Another clearance by the mids
found Zac who kicked a great goal from a very tight angle. A minute
later Zac displayed his soccer skill, kicking off the ground for his
second goal. He wasn’t finished there either and he slotted another
goal on the run for his third goal of the term. 3/4 time score Lights
6 - 2 - 38 Swans 8 - 3 - 57
Q4: The ball spent most of the term either in our forward 50 or being
brought out of defence. The Lights were playing really well but all
the chances we had only brought us 6 behinds. This was a hard
fought Qtr and the Swans team had to play their best to score their
1 goal 4 behinds for the Qtr. The Lights boys kept up the pressure
and played the game right out to the end to go down by 17 points.
Final score was Northern Lights 6 - 8 - 44 Willoughby/ Mosman
Swans 9 - 7 - 61
A great effort guys, we can match it with the top teams.
Goals: Zac Morris 3, Noah Hoyle 1, Ethan Grave 1, Ben Waldron 1
Report by Dan Weathers (Team manager)

Report not received

NL 17.3
Report not received

NWL U10
Report not received

NWL U12
Report not received

NWL U14
Report not received

NWL U16.1
Report not received

NWL U16.2
Report not received

NWL U18
NORTHWEST LIGHTNING YG 18/2 (0) vs PITTWATER TIGERS
(63)
ROUND 13 - SUNDAY 28 July 2019
ROFE PARK
Today NWL played Pittwater Tigers at Rofe Park. It was a tough hit
out as we only had 15 players including Maddie who filled in from the
U16s. It was great to see the team get around Raquel who played
her 50th game for North West Lightning.
The first quarter saw the Tigers get off to a fast start and they won
the ball out of the centre and trapped the ball in their 50m area and
kicked the first goal of the match. Pittwater managed to hold the
ball in their forward line and put huge pressure on our back line.
Pittwater kicked 3 goals for the quarter.
The second and Third quarter saw much of the same with Pittwater
dominating possession. They kept the ball in their half and an
amazing effort by NWL repelled Pittwaters attack. In both quarters
the Tigers only kicked 1 goal in each. Mikaela took multiple marks
on the last line of defence and kelly and Katie provided a lot of
resiliency as they repelled the ball. Although we didn’t get the ball
into attack we managed to hold up Pittwaters scoring.
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MATCH REPORTS
With no interchange, our girls managed to run the game out well.
It was again a relentless attack but Eva and Tara managed to get
some good possessions and they kept the ball out as best they
could. Mikaela after taking another great mark managed to deliver
the ball to Bailey who pushed forward and managed to drive the
ball past half way and into our forward line. Pittwater still managed
to gather the ball and finished the game of with 3 last quarter goals.

¼ by ¼:

NWL		

v

Pittwater

Q1

0G.0B		

v

3G.4B,

Q2		

0G.0B		

v

1G.5B,

Q3		

0G.0B		

v

1G.3B,

Q4

0G.0B		

v

3G.3B,

It was a hard day to play a good side without a full team. We still
managed to band together and put an impressive defensive display
that the team should be proud of. It is that level of commitment that
we need to always display when we win and when things are not
going our way. Hold heads up, regroup, and lets attack next week.
Congratulations again Raquel on 50 games, what a great effort.

FINAL 		

0G.0B = 0

v

8G.15B = 63

Report by: Shaun Elliott, Coach YG U18
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